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The moving-image works presented in the screening series *Other Uses* utilize a variety of in-camera and post-production techniques to reframe objects, places, histories, and people that might otherwise remain off-screen.

The series’ title is borrowed from the English translation of *Otros usos*, a 16mm film shot in a former US Naval Station in Ceiba, Puerto Rico, by Beatriz Santiago Muñoz. Filmed through mirrored sculptures, or “malascopios” as the artist describes them, *Otros usos* projects shifting, unstable viewpoints as multiple prismatic images that are arrayed in a single frame. Together, these refracted shards of ghostly architecture, land, sea, and the fishermen who work on it produce a composite time-scale that gestures not only to the region’s colonial past but also to the militarized present.

This destabilization of perspective, geometry, and structure within the film frame is a common characteristic of the artworks in this series. Although vivid in surface and rigorous in technique, the films and videos deliberately resist the spectacle of the singularly imaged “event” in order to transform everyday surfaces into the cinematic.

**CURATOR:** VICTORIA BROOKS  
**FILM NOTES:** VICTORIA BROOKS AND LUCAS MATHESON
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Marwa Arsanios  
Yto Barrada  
Mohammad Fauzi  
Morgan Fisher  
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Beatriz Santiago Muñoz  
Shelly Silver  
Hito Steyerl  
Martine Syms  
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Joyce Wieland
On the final night of her EMPAC commissioned multi-channel video installation, *An Evening with Queen White*, Los Angeles-based artist Martine Syms will present her new feature-length video as part of the film series *Other Uses*.

**FILM NOTES:**


-Digital video, color, sound, 69:00 minutes
-Courtesy of the artist and Bridget Donahue, New York

*Incense, Sweaters, and Ice* follows three protagonists, Mrs. Queen Esther Bernetta White, Girl, and WB (“whiteboy”). Through Hollywood film tropes as well as the visual language of social media video platforms like Vine and Instagram, Syms follows in a long cinematic history of using camera motion to create the illusion of subjectivity. Intertwining technique and narrative, the video drives at the tension between surveillance and self-promotion that pervades our many avenues of self-documentation and broadcast. Shot in locations that trace the route of the Great Migration (Los Angeles, Chicago, and Clarksdale, Miss.), the video employs distinct camera techniques to foreground the camera itself as a central character.

Each scene marks a shift of viewpoint in relationship to the action, illustrating the impossibility for the camera’s gaze to be neutral. We watch as Girl gets ready, waits, Kill time, and flirts. In each instance, the camera switches personas and performs a different role: as the boyfriend, the audience, the surveillance camera, the documentary maker, the director. The camera is recast again as Girl relaxes reading in the apartment. A wide, fixed frame transports us to the family dinner and surveils her hotel room as she gets ready. Text messages periodically disrupt the onscreen action to reveal her digital interactions with another screen, her smartphone.

Although shot primarily on-location, *Incense, Sweaters, and Ice* includes interludes by Queen White, which were filmed at EMPAC and woven into the episodic structure of the film.

---

Martine Syms (b. 1988) is an artist based in Los Angeles. Her work has been exhibited extensively, including a recent solo exhibition at Museum of Modern Art, New York and presentations at the Berlin Biennale, Manifesta 11, ICA London, the Hammer Museum, the New Museum, the Studio Museum in Harlem, the Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles, and the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago. An artist, performer, and designer, Syms also founded the imprint Dominica Publishing, which publishes artist books exploring Blackness as a topic, reference, marker, and audience in visual culture. Her book *Implication and Distinctions: Format, Content and Context in Contemporary Race Film* considers performances of blackness in mainstream cinema from 1990 to the present. Other work includes the *Mundane Afrofuturist Manifesto*, which calls for the culture of the African diaspora to focus its energy on Earth rather than toward transcendence in the cosmos.
The films and videos presented in the second program of this series complicate the relationship between still and moving images. They foreground how images are produced in order to reveal obscured narratives and the way that photographic representations are captured and circulated.

**FILM NOTES:**

**Morgan Fisher, Production Stills** (1970)

16mm, color, sound, 11:00 minutes.

Courtesy of the artist and Maureen Paley, London

Morgan Fisher’s *Production Stills* is an 11-minute continual take in which a series of Polaroid production stills—photographs usually taken of the on-set actors for use as promotional materials—are pinned to the wall one after another in front of the camera’s lens. Synched sound captures the voices of those making the film in the studio as they work in “real time.” *Production Stills* reveals the multiple time-scales of film production by photographing the interaction between the apparatus and the film crew that usually remain out of frame. By foregrounding or quite literally “imaging” the activity of those involved in the film’s making, Fisher attends directly to those whose profession usually requires them and their work to remain invisible in the finished film.


**Mohammad Fauzi, The Rain After** (2014)

Digital video, color, sound, 12.00 minutes.

Courtesy of the artist and ARKIPEL international Documentary and Experimental Film Festival, Jakarta

A group of children gather together for a photograph, jostling for position and posing. However, the image we see on screen is a moving one, as the video camera captures not the split second of a single photo but the action that goes on before and after it. In *The Rain After*, Fauzi poignantly reveals the tension of projecting oneself as part of a collective image. As the group tires of holding the posed configuration, their fidgeting produces the opposite effect to a photograph, resulting in a portrait of a group in constant motion. With a sudden downpour, they scatter, rushing in all directions until the camera stands alone on the wet street. *The Rain After* was shot in the first apartment complex built in Jakarta during the Soeharto regime and is part of a wider series, *Waiting the Rain Falls*, filmed by Fauzi in different Jakarta neighborhoods.

Mohammad Fauzi is a researcher and filmmaker based in Jakarta, Indonesia. His work has been shown in OK Video “FLESH” 5th Jakarta International Video Festival, Indonesia Art Festival (ARTE), Hamburg International Short Film Festival, ARKIPEL Jakarta International Documentary & Experimental Film Festival, and BFI London Film Festival (Experimenta).
Marwa Arsanios, *Have You Ever Killed a Bear? Or Becoming Jamila*  
(2013-2014)  
Digital video, color, sound, 26:19 minutes.  
Courtesy of the artist

*Have You Ever Killed a Bear? Or Becoming Jamila* was produced in the wake of a performance that focused on the Algerian freedom fighter Jamila Bouhired. The film seeks to question the agency that women have over (and perhaps through) their own image. It traces the myriad uses of Bouhired’s representation not only in cinema, but also in the Egyptian cultural milieu as her image is highlighted for its progressive and feminist values towards the cause of socialist projects. *Have You Ever Killed a Bear? Or Becoming Jamila* questions, in essence, what it means to play an iconic role, and what happens when the resulting iconic image becomes dislocated from its original context and circulated in order to serve political ends.

Marwa Arsanios was born in Washington, D.C. in 1978. She currently lives and works in Beirut, Lebanon. Arsanios works with video, performance and installation to expose and reconfigure narratives of personal and collective identities. Her practice explores the aesthetics of nation building, and its impact on the intertwined experiences of labor, consumption, and the body. Recent solo exhibitions include presentations at Hammer Projects, Los Angeles (2016); Witte de With, Rotterdam (2016); Kunsthalle Lissabon, Lisbon (2015); and Art in General, New York (2015). Based in Beirut, she is a founding member of 98weeks, an artistic organization and project space in the city, which focuses its research on a new topic every 98 weeks. She won the Sharjah Art Foundation’s Production Programme grant in 2014, and the Pinchuk Future Generation special prize in 2012. She was also nominated for the Sovereign Asian Art Prize in 2012.

DV, single channel, color, sound, 25:00 minutes.  
CC 4.0 Hito Steyerl. Courtesy of the artist  
and Andrew Kreps Gallery, New York

Hito Steyerl’s celebrated *November* time-travels through the archives. Using the artist’s own footage as a Berlin teenager hamming it up for the camera with her friend Andrea Wolf, the film follows the subsequent photographic representations of Andrea after she enlists in the Kurdish liberation movement. As her image is then circulated for different ends by the Kurds, Turkish security forces, and German government, Wolf is variously branded a revolutionary, a martyr, or a terrorist depending on the political cause. In the wake of Andrea’s disappearance, her image remains, circulated and endlessly transformed.

Hito Steyerl (born 1966 in Munich) is a German filmmaker, visual artist, writer, and innovator of the essay documentary. Her principal topics of interest are media, technology, and the global circulation of images. Steyerl holds a PhD in Philosophy from the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna. She is currently a professor of New Media Art at the Berlin University of the Arts, where she co-founded the Research Center for Proxy Politics, together with Vera Tollmann and Boaz Levin. Recent Solo Exhibitions include: 2017 *Hito Steyerl: Liquidity Inc*, The Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, MA; 2016 *Hito Steyerl: Factory of the
Deimantas Narkevičius, 20th July 2015 (2016)
Stereoscopic video projection, color, sound (Lithuanian and Russian spoken / English subtitles) 15:08 minutes.
©Deimantas Narkevičius, Courtesy of Maureen Paley, London

Deimantas Narkevičius’ film takes as its starting point a different sort of image: not a photographic representation but a series of socialist realist monuments erected in 1952 on the Green Bridge in central Vilnius, Lithuania. Tracing the dismantling of such commemorative sculptures in the former Soviet Bloc, the artist seeks to record this historic moment in 3D in order to create images that are adequate to the dimensionality of the subject. However, he not only films the monuments’ unceremonious removal at 2 AM on July 20, 2015 with a distanced documentary approach, but also constantly references the act of filming itself, such as the setting up of the shot and the hand clap used to sync the sound. With this gesture, he attends to the fleeting nature of images, the recording of prosperity, and the erasure of memory that comes with political change.

Deimantas Narkevičius was born in 1964 in Utena, Lithuania and lives and works in Vilnius. Originally trained as a sculptor, Narkevičius began working with film in the early 1990s. His films examine the relationship between personal memory and political history, particularly in relation to the profound social changes experienced in Eastern Europe. Employing archival footage, voiceovers, interviews, re-enactments and found photographs, Narkevičius’ films and videos reinterpret historical events by playing with different narrative structures, such as memoir, documentary and drama. He represented his country at the 49th Venice Biennale in 2001 and exhibited as part of Utopia Station in the 50th Venice Biennale in 2003. In 2008, he won both the Lithuanian National Culture and Art Prize, and the Vincent Award at the Vincent van Gogh Biennial Award for Contemporary Art in Europe.
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The third program in the series turns the lens on unseen processes, people, and objects. The motion we see in the works—whether produced through montage, camera movement, or distortion of the recorded image—directly connects the action on screen to the hand of the artist.

FILM NOTES:

Joyce Wieland, Solidarity (1973)
16mm, color, sound, 11:00 minutes.
Courtesy of the Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Center

In Solidarity, we hear, rather than see, the protest of Ontario’s Dare Cookie Factory workers, and we hear it as a full family affair. Men’s, women’s and children’s voices form a textured soundscape as the camera resolutely fixes on the demonstrators’ tired feet. They shift weight onto one heel and back onto the other. The camera brings out the monotony of the picket, deliberately camouflaging the spectacular banner-waving images of militant cinema in order to leave the voices to do the political work. It is perhaps a gendered camera that bothers to look at such things in the first place—to be concerned for bodies, not just minds and politics, and to listen to what might otherwise go
unheard. Meanwhile, the word “Solidarity,” printed continuously across each frame, provides a primary point of entry through which to read the film. Solidarity marked Wieland’s shift towards a more overtly political approach to filmmaking than the structural films she made in New York during the 1960s, a time in which she described being marginalized by the predominantly male avant-garde filmmakers.

Joyce Wieland (1930-1999) is celebrated as one Canada's foremost artist filmmakers. A self-described “cultural activist,” she is well known for exploring Canadian national identity and ecology, and for bringing forward feminist issues within the predominantly male art culture of the time. Initially a painter and filmmaker, she also used traditional “women’s” media such as quilts and sewn collages. Her retrospective at the National Gallery of Canada in 1971 was the first afforded to a living Canadian woman artist.

Yto Barrada

Yto Barrada, Beau Geste (Beautiful Gesture, 2010)
16mm transferred to digital, color, sound, 4:00 minutes.

Narrated by the artist, Beau Geste documents a titular “beautiful gesture”, the attempt to save a palm tree in Tangier from destruction by property developers. Under the city’s laws, the sale of land for construction on which these protected trees stand is prohibited, with the result that the practice of illegally poisoning palm trees is commonplace. By documenting the attempt to save a single tree, this film presents a small gesture of resistance that has the poetic potential to not only delay the tree’s destruction, but to retain a historic image in a city gripped by the process of capitalist homogenization.

Yto Barrada (born 1971, France/Morocco) studied history and political science at the Sorbonne and photography in New York. Her work—including photography, film, sculpture, prints and installations—began by exploring the peculiar situation of her hometown Tangier. Barrada’s work has been exhibited at Tate Modern (London), MoMA (New York), Renaissance Society (Chicago), Witte de With (Rotterdam), Haus der Kunst (Munich), Guggenheim (Berlin), the Centre Pompidou (Paris), the Walker Art Centre (Minneapolis), Whitechapel Gallery (London), and the 2007 and 2011 Venice Biennales. She was the Deutsche Bank Artist of the Year for 2011, after which her exhibit RIFFS toured widely. Barrada is also the founding director of Cinémathèque de Tanger. She is a recipient of the 2013-2014 Robert Gardner Fellowship in Photography (Peabody Museum at Harvard University), the 2015 Abraaj Group Art Prize and a 2016 Canon Tiger Award for Short Film. In 2016, she was nominated for the Marcel Duchamp Prize.

Ana Vaz

Ana Váz, Há Terra! (There is Land!, 2016)
16mm transferred to digital, color, sound, Portuguese with English subtitles, 12:00 minutes.
© Courtesy of the artist and Light Cone, Paris

Statements of fact come with a perspective; definitions contain subjectivity. Who has the power to say what something is, or where something is? That it exists at all? These questions are applied to a Brazilian context in Há Terra!, with particular emphasis on the legacies of colonialism in that country. European illustrations of indigenous peoples and of colonization are juxtaposed with an interview of a young woman, who sits on the ground and recalls an encounter with a snake that brings her in closer contact with the earth. The titular words “Há Terra” (equivalent to the literary “Land ho!”) of Váz’s piece are repeated throughout the video, slowly transforming from a neutral statement of fact into a recognition of the power of definition for those with power and those without it. The land was always there of course, but now it’s there for someone else. By the time the video concludes, we neither see nor come to know exactly who makes the declaration of the land’s presence. In marking that absence, Vaz encourages a questioning of the identity and location of those who have the power to define places and peoples.

Ana Váz (born 1986) is an artist and filmmaker whose films, installations and performances speculate upon the relationships between myth and history, self and other, through a cosmology of references and perspectives. Assemblages of found and shot materials, her films combine ethnography and speculation in exploring the frictions imprinted upon cultivated and savage environments. A graduate from the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and Le Fresnoy, Vaz was also a member of the SPEAP (School of Political Arts), a project directed by Bruno Latour. Recent screenings of her work include the NYFF, TIFF, Courtisane, Cinéma du Réel (Grand Prix) and specific focuses dedicated to her work at the Flaherty Seminar in the United States and Doc’s Kingdom in Portugal. Her work has featured in major group shows such as the Moscow Biennial of Young Art and the Dhaka Art Summit.
Shelly Silver, April 2nd (1994)
Video, color, sound, 10:00 minutes.
Courtesy of the artist and EAI, New York

In what is perhaps Silver’s best-known work, a camera follows several men around the bourgeois Marais district in Paris. These men, aware that they are being surveilled, react with discomfort, even to the point of running away. Through this surveillance Silver’s camera performs two main actions. In a social sense, the camera becomes a tool, even a weapon, for restructuring what it means to be a woman on the street with men. What is normally a site dominated and defined by men—one recalls the flaneur, the dandy wandering and gazing aimlessly through Paris—becomes a space of unwelcome attention. In a structural sense, Silver employs the capacity of the camera to place figures in immediate relation to the viewer who shares the camera’s gaze. These two actions are not distinct, however, and the meaning of each bleeds into and shapes the other. By implicating us with the act of tailing these men and their subsequent discomfort, April 2nd reveals the camera’s power to structure meaning both in art and in lived “on the street” experience.

Joan Jonas, Vertical Roll (1972)
Video, b/w, sound, 19:38 minutes.
Courtesy of the artist and EAI, New York

The rhythmic movement of frames structures the whole of Vertical Roll. That movement is caused by a rolling vertical bar (a television malfunction) and linked with a cacophonous clanking introduced through an early shot of Jonas hitting the camera lens with a spoon. That banging sound continues throughout the video, marking the abrupt movement of the image back into the center of the frame. These images are visible to varying degrees, made difficult to see by the gentle rhythmic movement and the sudden knocking back into place. Jonas’ body, always fragmented and in various states of dress and undress, is the subject of the camera’s vision. The film’s great climax involves the artist slowly showing her face on screen, revealing that what the viewer has been watching is in fact a recording of a video playing on a monochrome CRT screen. One of the great masterpieces of early video art and a work of great complexity, Vertical Roll positions the television as a mechanism simultaneously under the artist’s control and beyond it, a site of both individual agency and possession by the sight of unknown viewers in their homes.

Shelly Silver (born 1957) is a New York-based artist working with the still and moving image. Her work explores contested territories between public and private, narrative and documentary, and—increasingly in recent years—the watcher and the watched. She has exhibited worldwide, including at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, Tate Modern, Centre Georges Pompidou, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles, the Yokohama Museum, the London ICA, and the London, Singapore, New York, Moscow, and Berlin Film Festivals. Silver has received fellowships and grants from organizations such as the Guggenheim Foundation, the NEA, NYSCA, NYFA, and Anonymous was a Woman. Her films have been broadcast on a variety of public television networks and she has received a variety of fellowships. She is currently Associate Professor and Director of Moving Image at the Visual Arts Program at the Columbia University School of the Arts.

A pioneer of performance and video art, Joan Jonas (born 1936) works in video, installation, sculpture, and drawing, often collaborating with musicians and dancers to realize improvisational works that are equally at home in the museum gallery and on the theatrical stage. Drawing on mythic stories from various cultures, Jonas invests texts from the past with the politics of the present. From masquerading in disguise before the camera to turning mirrors on the audience, she turns doubling and reflection into metaphors for the tenuous divide between subjective and objective vision, and the loss of fixed identities. Jonas received a BA from Mount Holyoke College (1958), attended the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (1958-61), and received an MFA from Columbia University (1965). She is a professor emerita at MIT, and currently lives and works in New York and Nova Scotia, Canada.

*Digital video, color, sound, 3:45 minutes.*

Commissioned by Eva International 2014: “AGITATIONISM.” Text from the Marquis de Sade’s *Justine* (1791). Courtesy of the artist and Gypsum Gallery

What’s shown on screen is simple: a continuous shot of four women standing in a circle, all staring outward with disaffected glances. They function like a choir, their appearance is unassuming, and their diction is even and calm, rather than the hysteria implied by the title. Yet what they say belies that simplicity, as cold-blooded murder and its justification are variously on their lips, in words taken from the Marquis de Sade novel *Justine*. They speak asynchronously, for the most part talking over each other but occasionally their speech aligns as one voice. “Hysteria” derives its meaning from the Greek word for womb and has been deployed in the West for hundreds of years as a catchall term for women suffering mental illness. The word carries a particularly sexist meaning, suggesting an image of women beyond control and understanding, and therefore beyond help. Made as a reflection on the violent suppression of people in Tahrir Square celebrating the anniversary of the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, Aly demonstrates the uncanny power of language to make cruelty palatable and complicates understandings of protest, community, and comprehension itself.

Doa Aly (born 1976) attended the Faculty of Fine Arts in Cairo, earning a BFA in painting in 2001. Her work, which spans video, drawing, and performance, has been exhibited at the D-Caf Festival, Warsaw Museum of Modern Art, Eva International Biennial (Limerick City), Huis Marseille Museum of Photography (Amsterdam), the New Museum, Tate Modern, Haus Der Kunst Munich, 7th Busan Biennial, 11th Istanbul Biennial, Stedelijk Museum (Amsterdam) and the International Center for Photography (New York). Doa Aly was shortlisted for the 2017 Abraaj Group Art Prize.

**OTHER USES 04**
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Beatriz Santiago Muñoz’s artworks attend to current issues of ecology, indigeneity, sovereignty, and colonialism, with a particular focus on the unresolved territorial dynamic between Puerto Rico and the United States military that impacts the landscape and its inhabitants. Through the lens of her camera, she transforms those who are caught up in and displaced by the struggle, including laborers, activists, archaeologists, and those who grew up on these contested lands. Each of Santiago Muñoz’s artworks has an individuated structure that remains readable as a trace in her images. Her recording process and the modulation of framing as it is routed through this approach creates an extraordinary proximity to the subject. Through continual experimentation and eschewing of the authoritative documentary voice, Santiago Muñoz literally makes visible the mundane care of that which is unseen or forgotten, not only to shine a light on these subjects, but also to transform every surface and action into cinema.

The fourth program in this series, these two films were produced in 2014 by the artist at a former coastal US Naval Station in Ceiba, Puerto Rico. They are related in terms of time and location, but were produced using two very different techniques. Beatriz Santiago Muñoz will introduce these films and others in conversation with curator Victoria Brooks.

**FILM NOTES**


*Digital video, color, sound, 7:00 minutes.*

Courtesy of the artist and Galería Agustina Ferreyra, San Juan

*Otros usos* is shot through mirrored sculptures, or “malascopios” as the artist describes them, to project shifting, unstable viewpoints as multiple prismatic images are arrayed in a single frame. Together these refracted shards of ghostly architecture, land, sea, and the fishermen who work on it produce a composite time-scale that gestures not only to the region’s colonial past, but also to its militarized present. *Otros usos*, like many of Santiago Muñoz’s other artworks, conceives a cinema that reaches into the long history of image making, but rather than an adherence to structural conformity, this prismatic apparatus transforms its subject into multiple versions of itself. The “event” of military occupation at this particular site has passed, and Santiago Muñoz captures its afterimage through the architecture and its inhabitants.
Beatriz Santiago Muñoz, Post Military Cinema (2014)

16mm transferred to digital, color, sound, 11:00 minutes.

Courtesy of the artist and Galería Agustina Ferreyra, San Juan

Post-Military Cinema attends to the upkeep of an abandoned cinema in the face of its new use by those not authorized to inhabit it: a hive of bees and encroaching vegetation. Santiago Muñoz approaches the building in a way that reflects its original purpose by filming the interaction of its key ingredient, light. However, in this “post-military cinema,” sunlight is the projector beam. As it is animated and obscured by the fluttering vegetation, outside images are projected onto the thickly crumbling architecture. Open doors frame the exterior action, and spider webs transform into glittering projection surfaces. Smoke drifts in plumes through the surrounding trees while the bees, a new and far more benign generation of colonizers, buzz like military helicopters.

Beatriz Santiago Muñoz’s (b. 1972, San Juan, Puerto Rico) projects grapple with the slippery distinctions between ethnography, fiction, and documentary film and examine the symbolic and material histories of the communities she observes with her camera. Santiago Muñoz has had solo exhibitions at Espacio 1414, San Juan, Puerto Rico (2008); CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco (2008); Telec Arts Exchange, Los Angeles (2010); and Gasworks, London (2013). Her work has also been included in a number of important group exhibitions including Bienal del Caribe, Museo de Arte Moderno, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic (2003); El Museo’s Bienal: The (S) Files, The Selected Files, El Museo del Barrio, New York (2005); Infinite Island: Contemporary Caribbean Art, Brooklyn Museum, New York (2007); Careos/Relevos, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Puerto Rico, San Juan (2010); the Trienal Poli/Gráfica de San Juan, Puerto Rico (2011); and Materia Prima, Centro de Arte Contemporáneo, Quito (2013). Santiago Muñoz’s honors include the first prize from Certamen Nacional de Artes Plásticas, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo, San Juan, Puerto Rico (2002).
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